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Introduction
The computation of the resonant frequencies of oscillation and their associated eigenmodes is of great interest in many areas of science and engineering, including structural analysis, acoustics and electromagnetics. In the design and characterisation of many electromagnetic devices, such as optical fibres, bio-logical sensors, add/drop filters or photonic bandgap devices, the accurate and efficient computation of the resonant frequencies and modes of cavities is required.
The methodologies used to compute the electromagnetic resonant frequencies in cavities can be classified into frequency or time-domain solvers according to 10 the approach utilised to solve Maxwell's equations.
Frequency domain solvers assume a time-harmonic variation of the fields and result in the need to solve a large generalised eigenvalue problem [1, 2] . The application to complex three dimensional cavities can result in prohibitively expensive computations due to the large memory requirements or due to the lack 15 of a preconditioners suitable for the large sparse linear systems that are encountered [3, 4, 5] . In addition, the performance of the solver is strongly problem dependent. For instance, a solver designed for the solution of the eigenvalue problem arising from an electromagnetic problem with lossless materials can perform poorly when applied to problems involving loss and/or dispersive ma-
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terials.
An alternative approach involves solving the problem directly in the timedomain. In this case the transient Maxwell's equations are solved using a timedomain solver and the fields are recorded at spatial points to extract the frequency content using signal processing algorithms [6] . This alternative induces 25 significantly lower memory requirements compared to frequency domain solvers, enabling the computation of resonant modes associated with high frequencies in complex three dimensional cavities.
Among all the possible methodologies to solve the Maxwell's equations in the time-domain, the Yee scheme [7] proposed five decades ago remains the predom-30 inant technique in commercial and research software, partially due to its implementation simplicity and its low operation count for a given number of degrees of freedom. However, it is well known that this finite difference time-domain (FDTD) method requires, in its simplest form, the use of structured meshes, compromising its application to complex devices involving curved geometries.
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Unstructured mesh methods such as the finite element time-domain method or the finite volume time-domain method [8] offer greater geometric flexibility but the linear approximation of curved boundaries, can create non-physical diffraction effects, especially for high-frequency problems. In addition the low order approximation of the solution is known to introduce significant dissipation and 40 dispersion errors that become sizeable when the waves are to be propagated over long periods of time. High-order methods have emerged as a promising alternative to alleviate these issues [9] . High-order finite element techniques enable the incorporation of an accurate representation of curved geometries [10, 11] and reduce the levels of numerical dispersion and dissipation [12] , a crucial aspect 45 when the resonant frequencies are of interest. Among all the possible high-order methods, the high-order discontinuous Galerkin (DG) time-domain method has generated significant interest [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] .
This work proposes a combination of the high-order DG time-domain method with a signal processing algorithm for the efficient computation of resonant fre-50 quencies in cavities. The proposed technique is able to compute a broad range of resonant frequencies and their associated modes with high accuracy. The effect of the geometric representation of cavities with curved boundaries is studied using a numerical example and it is found that the isoparametric representation traditionally used in the DG method can degrade not only the accuracy of 55 the computed frequencies but, more importantly, the asymptotic rate of convergence. The simulations include cavities with dispersive materials and three dimensional examples.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 recalls the conservative form of Maxwell's equations for both non-dispersive and dispersive 60 materials modelled using a single-pole Drude model. The DG weak formulation of the problem is presented in Section 3. Two techniques to perform the spatial discretisation are presented in Section 4, namely the traditional isoparametric finite element method and the recently proposed NURBS-enhanced finite element method. In Section 5 the technique to compute the resonant frequencies and their associated modes from time-domain simulations is described and sev-eral numerical examples are presented in Section 6. The examples include two and three dimensional cavities. Numerical studies confirm the optimal rate of convergence of the error on the computed resonant frequencies and the influence of the geometric approximation in the asymptotic rate of convergence is shown.
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Finally, Section 7 summarises the main conclusions of the work that has been presented.
Transient Maxwell's curl equations in dispersive media
Maxwell's curl equations in a homogeneous and isotropic lossless medium can be written as
with the constitutive equations that state the relation in between the electric and magnetic flux density vectors and the electric and magnetic intensity vectors,
This system of linear hyperbolic equations must be supplemented with appropriate boundary and initial conditions. For the examples considered in this paper, we assume that the boundary is a perfect electric conductor (PEC), so the tangential component of the electric field vanishes on the boundary, namely
Conservative form of the Maxwell's equations in dispersive media
For a dispersive medium with no magnetic polarisation, the constitutive relations arẽ
where ∞ is the electric permittivity at infinite frequency andP denotes the electric polarisation vector.
For the single-pole Drude model considered here [18] , a mechanical model is employed to express the motion of charges as a function of the electric field, resulting in the ordinary differential equation
that relatesẼ andP , whereγ is the electron damping coefficient andw p is the 80 plasma frequency.
The approach considered here consists of introducing the dipolar current vectorJ p = ∂P /∂t as a new variable, following the so-called auxiliary differential equation (ADE) method [19, 20] . Alternative techniques for including the dispersive behaviour in time-domain simulations include the recursive convolution 85 method [21, 22] and the Z-transform method [23] .
The transient Maxwell's curl equations, governing the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a dispersive lossless single-pole Drude medium with no magnetic polarisation, can be written in the differential dimensionless conservative form as
where n sd denote the number of spatial dimensions and, in three dimensions, the unknown vector U is given by
the hyperbolic fluxes F k are defined as
and the source term is given by
The relation between the original variables (denoted by a tilde) and the dimensionless variables is
plus the relation for the two additional parameters introduced by the dispersive model given by
with l being a characteristic length.
It is worth mentioning that Maxwell's equations in a non-dispersive medium can be recovered from the equations in a dispersive Drude media by setting J p = 0 and ω p = 0. 
Linear form of the Maxwell's equations in dispersive media
Maxwell's equations, both in non-dispersive and dispersive Drude media, form a linear hyperbolic system of equations. They can be written in the form
where, in three dimensions,
with
Discontinuous Galerkin formulation
Let us consider an open bounded domain Ω ⊂ R nsd with PEC boundary ∂Ω and assume that Ω is partitioned in n el disjoint elements Ω i , namely
The DG weak formulation of Equation (4) may be expressed over a generic
element Ω e as: find (E, H,
for all W ∈ V, where
and
nsd . Furthermore, in Equation (13), U e denotes the restriction of U to the element Ω e , n is the outward unit normal vector to the boundary Γ e of Ω e and F n = F k n k is the normal flux on Γ e . As usual in a DG context, the discontinuous nature of the approximation is accounted for by re-placing the physical normal flux at the boundary by a consistent numerical flux,
, that depends on both the trace of the solution at the element Ω e , namely U e , and the trace of the solution at the neighbouring element, namely U out . A natural choice, for the linear hyperbolic system of interest here, is to employ a flux splitting technique, which corresponds to an upwind approximation [24] . The normal flux F n is decomposed into incoming flux (superscript −) and outgoing flux (superscript +)
where the incoming and outgoing fluxes are associated with the negative and positive eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix A n = ∂F n ∂U respectively. The numerical flux is then computed as
Introducing the resulting numerical normal flux into equation (13) , the DG weak formulation for element Ω e can be re-written as
where U e = U e − U out denotes the jump in the solution across Γ e and the boundary term, is given by
At an inter-element boundary, the jump of the solution is computed using the traces of the solution at the current and neighbouring elements. In contrast, for a face on the PEC boundary, condition (1) only specifies the tangential component of the electric field. As usual in the framework of hyperbolic equations, the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions must be employed to determine the unknown conditions. At a PEC boundary, the resulting expression of the boundary term is
Convergence of the DG method for the system of Maxwell's equations in a Drude dispersive medium bounded by a PEC has been recently proved [25] .
Spatial discretisation
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This section describes two approaches to perform the spatial discretisation of the weak formulation (18), namely the traditional isoparametric finite element formulation and the recently proposed NURBS-enhanced finite element method (NEFEM).
Isoparametric finite element method
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A nodal interpolation of the solution, U , is defined in a reference element Ω, with local coordinates ξ, as
where U j denote the (time-dependent) nodal values, N j are polynomial shape functions of order p in ξ and n en is the number of nodes per element. Then, the isoparametric transformation is used to link the reference element Ω with a generic mesh element Ω h e , namely
where x j are the nodal coordinates of the element Ω h e and N j are the same polynomial shape functions of order p used for the interpolation in Equation (21) . It is important to remark that, for an element with a face or edge on the boundary of the computational domain, the boundary of the element Ω h e is a polynomial approximation of order p of the true boundary [10] .
Introducing the approximate solution (21) into the weak form of equation (19) and selecting the space of weighting or test functions to be the same as the space spanned by the approximation functions, the system
of ordinary differential equations is obtained for every node i of element Ω h e . Here, M denotes the elemental mass matrix, C k the elemental convection matrix in the x k direction, m is the face mass matrix, I is the identity matrix and n fn is the number of nodes per face. These matrices are defined by
Using the isoparametric mapping (22) , the integrals over element Ω h e are evaluated on a reference element, Ω as
where J = ∂φ/∂ξ is the Jacobian of the isoparametric transformation. Similarly, the face mass matrix is evaluated as
where J f is the Jacobian of the restriction of the isoparametric mapping to the element face f .
NURBS-enhanced finite element method (NEFEM)
The isoparametric mapping induces a geometric approximation of curved boundaries, which can have a non-negligible impact in some applications [10] .
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The recently proposed NEFEM completely removes the geometric uncertainty induced by a polynomial approximation of curved boundaries. In this case,
the CAD boundary representation of the domain given by NURBS curves or surfaces is considered [26] .
In a NEFEM context [26] , the approximation is defined directly in the physical space, with Cartesian coordinates, namely
where U j denote the (time-dependent) nodal values and N j are polynomial
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shape functions of order p in x.
Introducing the approximate solution (27) into the weak form of equation (19) and selecting the space of weighting or test functions to be the same as the space spanned by the approximation functions, the system of ordinary differential equations
is obtained for every node i of element Ω e , where the elemental matrices are given by
The main differences between NEFEM and isoparametric elements are
• NEFEM ensures that the geometry is exactly represented, irrespective of the mesh used, whereas in isoparametric FEM the mesh introduces a geometric approximation. The integrals in Equation (29) are defined over Ω e and Γ e whereas integrals in Equation (24) are defined over Ω h e and Γ h e .
• Isoparametric elements define the approximation in a reference element, with local coordinates (ξ), whereas NEFEM defines the approximation directly in the physical space, with Cartesian coordinates (x) [27, 11] .
Therefore NEFEM ensures the reproducibility of polynomials in the phys-125 ical space whereas this is not guaranteed for isoparametric FEM. This difference induces the different notation used for the approximation in
Equations (21) and (27) . This change also implies that the summation in Equation (28) corresponding to the face integral contains all element nodes, rather than only the face nodes as in the isoparametric approach 130 described in Equation (23) .
• The numerical integration in the isoparametric FEM is performed over a reference element. NEFEM uses specifically designed numerical quadratures that account for the exact boundary representation given by a CAD model [28] .
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Remark 1. Super-parametric finite elements are an alternative to improve the geometric representation of isoparametric elements [29] . This approach consists of using a higher polynomial representation for the geometry of the computational domain, viz. Equation (21), than for the functional approximation, viz Equation (22) . This approach has not been considered in the present work be- 
Computational aspects 145
The implementation considered in this work employs the optimal interpolation points proposed in [31] and the technique proposed in [13] for constructing high-order polynomial basis function. The quadratures employed to integrate the terms of the weak form correspond to the integration rules recently proposed in [32] . The number of integration points is selected so that exact integration is 150 achieved for polynomials of order less than or equal to 2p + 1.
The meshes used in this work are designed to maximise the number of elements where an affine mapping can be established between the physical and reference elements. As shown in [33] , the cost of a high-order DG method can be reduced by a factor of 100 by using a quadrature-free implementation [34] .
For instance, the mass matrix can be computed once in the reference element and, for each element, the computation of an elemental mass matrix reduces to a multiplication of a scalar by the matrix of the reference element, namely
thus avoiding the loop over integration points in each time step.
High-order curvilinear meshes for the isoparametric FEM are obtained using the solid mechanics analogy proposed in [35, 36] , whereas the meshes for NEFEM are generated using the technique recently proposed in [37] . For curved 155 elements, it is not possible to precompute the mass matrix in the reference element and scale it with the Jacobian for each physical element. Due to the extremely low number of curved elements present in practical applications, it is possible to precompute the mass matrix for each curved element.
Computation of resonant frequencies and modes
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The proposed strategy to compute the resonant frequencies and their associated modes in a cavity consist of two stages.
Computation of resonant frequencies
Resonant frequencies of a cavity are computed using a time-domain solver by integrating the Maxwell's equations in time using an initial condition or current source designed to excite the frequencies within a desired interval. The use of localised pulses designed to excite a broad range of frequencies is commonly used [38, 18, 39] , although, it is possible to exclude unwanted frequencies by carefully exciting the fields [40] . In all the numerical examples considered here, the initial condition corresponds to
where x m , for m = 1, . . . , n mon , denote the n mon monitor points.
The solution is then advanced using a time marching algorithm and the 165 electromagnetic fields are recorded at one or several points. In this work an explicit fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme is employed for advancing the solution in time. When combined with the spatial DG discretisation described in the previous section, this results in an efficient and low-storage approach because the resulting mass matrix is block diagonal [33] . Figure 1 can be utilised to avoid exciting undesired modes [42] .
Finally, it is worth mentioning that filters are commonly applied to the recorded fields to reduce spectral leakage effects induced by the finite length of a signal. For the examples considered in this work, a Blackman filter is applied prior to extracting the frequency content [43] . 
Computation of resonant modes
After the resonant frequencies are computed, the associated resonant modes are obtained by performing a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for each frequency of interest and at each point in space, namely
where n T is the total number of time steps, I = √ −1, f k are the computed resonant frequencies, t n = n∆t, ∆t is the time step, n node is the total number of mesh nodes and U j (f k ) is the complex amplitude of the mode associated to frequency f k at node j of the mesh. in DFT is also negligible as it only requires performing a multiplication of a vector, containing the values of the electromagnetic fields, by a scalar, given by the exponential in Equation (32), and accumulating the result in a vector.
Numerical examples
This section presents a number of numerical examples to validate the im- 
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In all the examples a fourth order explicit time marching scheme is considered. As the main focus here is to study the error due to the spatial discretisation, the time step is selected to be small enough to ensure that the error induced by the time marching algorithm is lower than the spatial error. Similarly, the final time is selected to be large enough to ensure the error of the FFT 225 is lower than the spatial error.
In practice, the maximum time step is given by ∆t = 1/(2f M ) , where f M is the maximum frequency of interest and · denotes the ceiling function, because for a discrete signal it is necessary to have at least two sampling points per period. The final time of the time-domain simulation, T , is selected in 230 practice as T = 1/(∆f ), where ∆f is the length of the interval between two consecutive frequencies obtained from the FFT.
Rectangular non-dispersive cavity
The first example involves the computation of the resonant frequencies and associated modes on a rectangular PEC cavity of dimension 2L × L where 235 L =20µm filled with air. The objective is to show the optimal convergence of the proposed approach for approximating the resonant frequencies and compare the performance of high and low-order approximations.
The resonant frequencies are computed using a series of structured quadrilateral meshes with 4×2, 8×4, 16×8, 32×16 and 64×32 elements. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the relative error on two computed resonant frequencies as a function of the element size for a degree of approximation p ranging from 1 up to 3. In this figure, and in subsequent examples, f i denotes the computed In all the examples, the theoretical 2p + 2 rate of convergence [12] is approximately obtained, confirming the optimality of the proposed approach for computing the resonant frequencies of a non-dispersive cavity. It can be ob-
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served that, for a given mesh and degree of approximation, the error increases as the frequency increases, illustrating the challenge in approximating higher frequencies.
The results also illustrate the benefit of using high-order approximations. In the second mesh, the use of a cubic approximation of the solution offers a result 255 almost four orders more accurate than using a linear approximation and two orders of magnitude more accurate than using a quadratic approximation. In the two cases presented in Figure 3 , the use of a cubic approximation in the second mesh and a linear approximation in the finest mesh provide similar accuracy. After computing the resonant frequencies, the associated modes can be extracted by performing a discrete Fourier transform as described in Section 5.
270 Figure 4 shows the second component of the electric field for the four modes associated to the frequencies f 3 , f 4 , f 6 and f 9 . To further illustrate the potential of the proposed approach, Figure 5 shows the first electric and magnetic component of the electromagnetic field corresponding to a high frequency mode, with associated resonant frequency of 275 f 26 ≈ 31.80 THz. The computation has been performed on a very coarse mesh with only 8 elements and using a degree of approximation p=4 and the the relative error of the computed modes measured in the L 2 (Ω) norm is 0.0135.
Effect of the geometric representation for cavities with curved boundaries
The second example considers the computation of the resonant frequencies
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and associated modes in a PEC disk resonator of radius 1µm filled with air, for which an analytical solution is known [44] . The objective is to study the effect of the geometric approximation of curved boundaries on the accuracy curved boundaries introduced by standard finite elements induces not only a significant loss of accuracy but, more importantly, a loss of the optimal rate of convergence. For example, in the fourth mesh, with 256 elements and using a linear approximation of the solution, the error in resonant frequency with NE-FEM is more than two orders of magnitude lower than the error obtained using standard finite elements. For isoparametric finite element a rate of convergence 2p is observed whereas for NEFEM the optimal rate of convergence, 2p + 2, is 300 observed. The order 2p corresponds to the rate of convergence of the geometric error, understood as the area between the true boundary and the approximation with polynomials of order p induced by an isoparametric approach. The modes are extracted by performing a discrete Fourier transform as described in Section 5. All the modes are computed using a single time-domain run on a mesh with only 1,024 elements and using a degree of approximation p=5 (i.e, 46,080 degrees of freedom). The error in the highest computed resonant 320 frequency (f 20 ≈ 310.50 THz) is less than 0.3%, illustrating the potential of the proposed approach for computing resonant frequencies and the associated modes over a broad frequency band.
Next, the performance of both low and high-order approximations is studied. Figure 8 shows the evolution in the error of the first computed resonant frequency as a function of the number of degrees of freedom (n dof ) and the CPU time for low and high-order approximations. In both cases NEFEM is considered in order to avoid the error introduced by the polynomial approximation of curved boundaries inherent to standard isoparametric finite elements. low-order elements, due to the exponential rate of convergence of a p-refinement strategy compared to the algebraic rate of an h-refinement strategy when the solution is smooth. In this example, for an error in the first resonant frequency of 10 −4 , the number of degrees of freedom required using NEFEM with linear approximation is 1,149, whereas the same accuracy can be obtained using ap- Figure 8(a) ), but more importantly, in terms of the computing time.
In this example, an error in the first resonant frequency of 10 −4 is achieved using high-order elements 5.5 times faster than using linear elements. For higher ac-360 curacy, namely an error in the first resonant frequency of 2.5 × 10 −7 , high-order elements are 88 times faster than linear elements.
It is worth noting that the speed up factor of high-order elements compared to low-order elements is similar, or even higher, than the factor by which the number of degrees of freedom is reduced, clearly illustrating the potential and 365 performance of high-order elements for the computation of resonant frequencies in cavities. It is also worth mentioning that the superiority of high-order approximations in other electromagnetic problems where the error of the electromagnetic fields is of interest has been previously reported in [33] .
Dispersive cavity 370
First, the implementation of the DG method for a lossless single-pole Drude medium with no magnetic polarisation is validated for a square cavity filled with a dispersive material with non-dimensional constants ω p = 0.7933 and γ = 0.076 and with a PEC boundary. A volumetric source term is considered so that the analytical solution is given by
The computations are performed on a series of structured triangular meshes 
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The next example considers a rectangular cavity of dimension 2L × L, with L =20µm made of the same dispersive material as the previous example and with a PEC boundary. This example is used to test the convergence properties of the proposed technique for the computation of resonant frequencies in a dispersive medium. The analytical resonant frequencies can be numerically computed by 385 computing the roots of the function as described in [44] . Figure 10 shows the evolution of the error of two computed resonant frequencies as a function of the element size for linear and quadratic elements. In all the examples, the expected 2p + 2 rate of convergence is approximately obtained, confirming the optimality of the proposed approach for computing the resonant frequencies of cavities filled 390 with dispersive materials. As in previous examples, it can be observed that, for a given mesh and degree of approximation, the error increases as the frequency increases, illustrating the challenge in approximating higher frequencies.
The effect of the dispersive material on the computed spectrum can be observed in Figure 11 by comparing the spectrum for both the non-dispersive 395 cavity and the dispersive cavity using, in both cases, a mesh with 128 elements and a degree of approximation p=2. The results reveal a shift of all the fre- quencies. The shift is more sizeable for low frequencies than for the higher frequencies. It can also be observed that the amplitude of the signal in the dispersive cavity is lower than the signal recorded in the cavity filled with a 400 non-dispersive material. 
Three dimensional cavity
The final example considers a three dimensional PEC cavity of dimension L × L × L, where L=2µm filled with a non-dispersive material, for which an analytical solution is known [44] . The objective is to validate the implementation and illustrate the potential of the proposed approach in three dimensions.
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The frequencies are computed using a series of structured hexahedral meshes with 2×2×2, 4×4×4, 8×8×8 and 16×16×16 elements and different degrees of approximation. Although the use of tetrahedral meshes is preferred for geometrically complex cavities, the use of hexahedral elements significantly reduces the cost of the time-domain solver due to the reduced number of interior faces com-415 pared to a tetrahedral mesh. The performance of different elements was studied in detail in [33] , where it was concluded that, for domains that can be meshed with regular hexahedral elements, the accuracy level obtained with tetrahedral elements can be achieved using between 10 to 15 times less computational time using hexahedral elements.
420 Figure 12 shows the evolution of the error in two computed resonant frequencies as a function of the element size for a degree of approximation p ranging from 1 up to 3. The results demonstrate the optimal convergence properties of the proposed approach for computing the resonant frequencies in three dimensional cavities and illustrate, once more, the challenge of computing high 425 resonant frequencies.
It is important to remark that the reduction in terms of number of degrees of freedom is more significant here than for the two dimensional problems discussed before. For instance, in order to obtain a relative error in the frequency f 9 below 10 −5 , cubic elements employ a mesh with 64 elements (i.e, 24,576 degrees degrees of freedom) and linear elements require a further level of mesh refinement resulting in a mesh with 32,768 elements (i.e, 1,572,864 degrees of freedom). This means that cubic elements are able to perform a similar accuracy compared to linear elements by using 64 times less degrees of freedom.
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In this numerical example, with a coarse mesh of 8×8×8 elements and a cubic degree of approximation, it is possible to capture resonant frequencies up to 509.66 THz with an error below 10 −4 and resonant frequencies up to 749.50
THz with an error below 10 −3 .
The resonant modes are again computed using another time-domain simu-440 lation as described in Section 5. Figure 13 shows the three components of the electric field for the resonant mode associated to the lowest frequency, f 1 ≈ 105.99 THz.
To further illustrate the potential of the proposed methodology, Figure 14 shows the intensity of the electric and magnetic fields in four resonant modes, All modes are computed on a mesh with only 64 hexahedral elements and using a degree of approximation p = 3. The relative error in the four resonant frequencies associated to the modes represented in Figure 14 , ranges from 167.59
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THz to 502.77 THz is below 10 −5 . 
Concluding remarks
The use of a high-order accurate DG solver for the computation of electromagnetic resonant frequencies and the associated modes in cavities has been described. The method is capable of incorporating the dispersive character isoparametric finite element method does not achieve the optimal rate of convergence when cavities with curved boundaries are considered. This is shown to be related to the geometric approximation of curved boundaries. The NURBSenhanced finite element method, which incorporates the exact description of the boundary, exhibits the expected optimal rate of convergence. 
